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Organized Jewels 

 

22-Jun-09 

Dear Emilio, 

     Thank you for sharing with me your Sabbath-studying experiences.  I am glad that many are 
understanding the message by your creative leadership.  It is also a pleasant surprise that you too 
are involved in home improvements.  Yesterday, my sons and I spent almost 10 hours on the roof 
laying shingles and flashing the chimney; this is how I spent “Father’s Day”.  Today, the day 
after, it seems like every muscle in my body is sore.  The blessing is that that assignment is 
almost completely behind me, and I can point to it in order to show the Lord’s protection and His 
blessings.   

     Your concern is the participation in the Edmonton, weekly, Sabbath studies of people who are 
non Davidians.  Evidently, some members of the local group there are eagerly and aggressively 
searching out nominal church members so as to allure them to join the studies.  Quite shockingly, 
you have some who favorably respond to such invitations, but their presence imposes added 
demands and major detractions from this time of special communion of the believers.  You 
evidently recognize the beauty of a Davidian audience as it, when done in harmony, represents 
the communing with brethren who have invested an interest in righteousness.  They are a people 
who have prevailed over long years of hostile rejection and have proven to be a stable rock for 
the Lord.  Such is a part of their wealth.  Consequently, when they sit in a MSA study, they are 
living out the commission of Christ, the particular one where He proverbially depicted them as 
the “rich young rulers” and commanded them to sell all that they have, all their wealth, and then 
to follow Him.  It is their search for the “Kingdom”, the “Pearl of Great Price”.  If one has not 
acquired the immense light of the Rod message and its enlightening experience, then they are not 
spiritually wealthy; consequently they have nothing to sell.  Thankfully, those who unite with 
Jacob and follow Christ are not limited merely to the wealthy, the class defined as the “rich 
young ruler”.  It is just that the wealthy, Davidia, are given their very own prescription to 
salvation, a prescription that may present different tactics for men who emerge from other 
walks.  As we continue in our study of Jacob typology, it will expose to view others, non 
Davidians, who will join us in our path, some who indeed come with a “fringe-Adventist” 
experience than the path that has meandered through Davidia.  It is a path that is different from 
the Esau or Laban experience.    

     All in the group must understand that their extensions of invitations to Sabbath, group study 
—notice the operative word, “invitation”— should be limited to Davidians.  This must be the 
case unless a different occasion is deemed appropriate.  Others who express a desire to come 
without this prerequisite, as you so aptly cite in your E-mail, will frustrate the educational 
process as necessary accommodation will be required to give them understanding.  Afterall, for 
any to meet after church on Sabbath so as to study requires a major investment of time, one 
which should correspondingly yield the optimal results.  If others still desire to come, after fully 
being made aware of our identity as advancing Davidians —we should no longer do as some did 
yesterday and hide this fact from them— then such a desire must be rewarded.  We should not 
deny them the opportunity, but we must understand that there is a remedy to solve the problem 
for all concerned, a remedy that will serves our commitment to maturation, growth, and our duty 
to the Gospel.  All who now contact you for MSA studies are similar to fish leaping into the net 
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as the Lord inwardly draws it.  Such must not be disappointed and turned away.  Remember, 
approaching you is different than you approaching them.  If, in their approach to the truth, their 
desire for light is genuine, then they will eagerly accept your counsel to first receive and read the 
literature —it is free of charge for all.  If questions arise, be sure, as you give to them the answer, 
to also gently tell them that an entire reading is necessary to give them understanding and that 
most questions are answered by the reading.  After completing the literature, you may have them 
direct their questions back to you or to me if they, in so doing, can feel comfortable.  But then 
having read the literature and accepted its teachings, you should reward their efforts and 
encourage them to graduate into the circle of disciple and join your group studies.   The literature 
that I recommend as a beginning step are as follows:  Journey through the Murky Bogs, From 
Beyond the Rivers, as well as the “Atonement”.   You, based upon your knowledge of the 
situation, may desire to offer them a different book, and you should allow the Comforter to lead 
in this regard.  I do not recommend that you have them receive all literature at once.  In 
following this counsel, you will be masterfully growing the Kingdom:  Instead of watering down 
the Sabbath studies and increasing your burden, you will have nurtured the MSA’s ministry.  
You will be encouraging a new disciple to deploy his/her very own energies, coupled with those 
of the Lord’s, to use their time and mental faculties so as to catch up with Jacob.  Having thusly 
done so after such an exertion, will produce a disciple of highest value to Christ: men who finally 
deploy their own legs to run the race. 

     We have some cherished souls in the work today that have done exactly this and they now 
participate with the group in our bi-weekly studies.  When questions arise, we are able to help 
them to understand.  But it must be reiterated:  The MSA literature represents a divine 
accommodation to busy teachers and busy students as it allows them the benefit to receive the 
wealth of the Bible without requiring them to read all the literature that has been handed to the 
saints by heaven over the past 170 years:  It is an authenticated short cut to the Kingdom.  It is 
indeed the cleaned and well organized jewels of which Wm Miller dreamed that a young man 
would one day emerge and neatly arrange.  Upon reading, they will be able to decide for 
themselves whether or not this work is for them. 

     May the Lord bless you in your continued steps towards the Kingdom. 

Sincerely, 

  

Derek 
  


